TWE Templates
These templates do not guarantee a good result in the actual TWE test. Please
use these templates wisely.

Agree/Disagree
Some people argue as if it is a general truth that a ...But to be frank, I cannot
agree with them. There are numerous reasons why I hold no confidence on
them, and I would explore only a few primary ones here.
The main problem with this argument is that it is ignorant o the basic fact
that...Explain...
Another reason why I disagree with the above statement is that I believe that...
What is more, some students are interested in...
In a word, ...

Agree/Disagree
Some people prefer to A, others believe B, Nowadays some may hold the
opinion that ..., but others have a negative attitude. As far as I am concerned, I
agree/disagree that... MY arguments for this point are listed as follows.
One of the primary causes is that...
Examples...
But there is a further more subtle point we must consider. Examples.
What is more... Examples...
General speaking, ... Recognizing the fact that ...should drive us to conclude
that...

Agree/Disagree
Nowadays, some may hold the opinion that ... But others have a negative
attitude. As far as I am concerned, I agree that ... My arguments for this point are
listed as follows.
I agree with the statement that ...without reservation since ...

Another reason why I agree with the above statement is that I believe that...
In a word, ... Taking into account of all these factors, we may reach the
conclusion that...

Choice/Preferences
When it comes to ..., although some people think that ..., they fail to see....I am ,
and probably will always be ,one of those who argue that ...
The most persuasive point is that ...
Furthermore ,sociological studies have found that ...
Of course, arguments will be raised against my standpoint. Some people might
argue that ... for this point are listed as follows.
The main reason for my propensity for ... is that ...
There is another factor that deserves some words here.
In a word, ... While it is true that the argument, I disagree hold a little bit of water,
I think...

Choice/Preferences
Depending on personal experience, personality type and emotional concern, we
find that some people hold the idea of A meanwhile others prefer to B, from my
point of view, it is more advisable to chose A rather than B. My arguments for this
point are listed as follows.
The main reason for my propensity for A is that... For instance,...
Another reason can be seen by every one is that... For example,...
The argument I support in the first paragraph is also in a position of advantage
because...
Although I agree that there may be a couple of advantages of B, I feel that the
disadvantages are more obvious. Such as...
In a word, ...So, it is sagacious to support the statement that it is better to A.

Choice/Preferences
...When faced with the decision of A of B, quite a few would deem that..., but
others, in contrast, believe A/B as the premier choice and that is also my point.

Among countless factors which influence -A/-B, there are three conspicuous
aspects as follows.
The main reason for my propensity of ...is that...
The second reason can be seen by every person that...
In addition, these reason are also usable when we consider that...
There are some disadvantages in...
In a word,...Taking into account of all these factors, we may reach the conclusion
that...

Choice/Preferences
Some people prefer to A. others believe B. When faced with the decision of A or
B, quite a few would claim that..., but others, in contrast , deem A/B as the
premier choice and that is also my point. There are numerous reasons why...,
and I would explore only a few of the most important ones here.
The main reason why I agree with the above statement, however, is that...
Take...as example, ...
There is another factor that deserves some words here. Such as ...
Similarly, these reasons are also usable when we consider that...(examples:...).
From the above you might got idea that I agree...(repeat the above three
reason...). So, it is sagacious to support the statement that it is better to ...

Choice/Preferences
In my point of view, A is as important as, if not more important than B. So it is
sagacious to choose A. Among count less factors which influence A. there are
three conspicuous aspects as follows.
The above point is certainly true if A is considered. For example...
Another reason why I agree with the above statement is that I believe that A is
better than B. For instance...
It would probably not be too kindly disposed to the idea that B is not important.
B...

This is arbitrary to judge B according only to the excuse I mentioned in the above
paragraph.
Similarly, these reasons are also usable when we consider that...
Admittedly, ...A...By he same token, however, ...B...Taking into account of all
these factors, we may reach the conclusion that...

Choice/Preferences
When it comes to..., Nevertheless, in my part, I prefer A rather than B as my
inclination. My arguments for this point are listed as follows.
I agree with the statement that ...without reservation since...
Naturally...It can be given a concrete example...
A more essential factor why I advocate the argument of ...is that. Obviously
...Take the case of a thing that...
Furthermore, what is worth noticing fact is that ... This demonstrates the
undeniable fact that...
Of course, choosing B also has advantages to some extent,... But if all these
factors are contemplated, the advantages of A carry more weight than those of B.
From what has been discussed above, we may finally draw the conclusion that...

Explanation
... There may be by one or two disadvantages to ...; however, I believe that there
are far more advantages. My arguments for this point are listed as follows.
First of all, perhaps one disadvantages to...is that...For instance, ... Another
drawback to ...involves the possibility that... For example, ...
Even though there may be one or two disadvantages to..., the advantages far
outweigh them. The main reason for my propensity for ...is that ... For example...
Another reason for my inclination for ... is that ... For example, ...
In a word, in spite of the fact that there may be a couple of disadvantages to ..., I
feel that the advantages are more obvious... Taking into account of all these
factors, we may reach the conclusion that ...

Explanation

The answer of this statement depends on your own experience and life style. In
my point view, buying computers is as important as, if not more important than,
buying books. So it is sagacious to ...Among countless factors which influence
the choice, these are three conspicuous aspects as follows.
The main reason for my propensity for...is that...
Another reason can be seen by every person is that...
Furthermore,...
In short,...

Choice/Preferences
In a modern society, people always face the dilemma to choose whether AAA or
BBB. This problem is the much debated one in that it affects everybody in their
daily lives. People may prefer one to another although some may have no
opinions about it at all. Before rendering my opinion, I think it is necessary to take
a glance at the arguments of both sides.
It is quite easy for average people to CHOOSE BBB because of the obvious
reason that ....It can be given by a well known example that ....
But at the mean time, although BBB has some advantages, it also has many
drawbacks such as .... Therefore we have no complete evidence to suggest that
BBB is always better than AAA. What is more, if you notice the invisible benefits
of CHOOSING AAA, you can understand AAA more deeply.
Here I would explain a few of the most important reasons. The main reason is
that .... To illustrate this, there is an example that is very persuasive: ...
... is only part of the important aspects, and another equally significant role of
CHOOSING AAA lies in the development of ...
This demonstrates the undeniable fact that ...
Besides, the further reason why I advocate AAA is that ... This may explain why
...
In addition...
Finally...

If all the factors above are considered, we will find out that the advantages of
AAA outweigh those of BBB. Therefore from what we have discussed, we may
safely come to the conclusion that CHOOSING AAA is a rather wise decision.
But I have not denied the opinion that CHOOSING BBB. I must admit that people
can DO WELL without AAA, but no one can ignore the added convenience and
satisfaction offered by AAA. Such experience will definitely be helpful in one's
later life.

Choice/Preferences
It seems, in so many items, very difficult for us to prefer one to another because
all of them have their advantages and disadvantages to the extent that it is hard
to distinguish.
Yet that does not mean they are all the same to me. Which one I prefer depends
on my own experience, life style and emotional concerns. To be frank, I prefer
AAA most in my point of view.

Choice/Preferences
To choose A or choose B is something of a dilemma to the public because they
sometimes are confused by the seemingly good qualities of B, and neglect the
genuinely good aspects of A.
[For B, people are often driven to believe that / It is quite easy for average people
to CHOOSE B because of the obvious reason that] ....... (As a proverb says,
"Everything has two sides".) Although B does have its seemingly profound
advantages, at the mean time[there lies intrinsic [harmful
characteristic/drawbacks] in it such as ...... / it can be achieved only conditionally
because......] . Some ple/experts] [maintain/warn] that....... This significant point,
however, is often not noticed by [the public/most people] and accordingly, is
unconsciously overlooked. (Therefore we have no complete evidence to suggest
that B is always better than A.)

[Another [disastrous/unfortunate] fact is that / Unfortunately,] the innate quality of
A is often underestimated. Or: What is more, if you notice the invisible benefits of
CHOOSING A, you can understand A more deeply.
Here I would explain a few of the most important reasons for choosing A. The
main reason is that ....... To illustrate this, there is an example that is very
persuasive:....... Besides, the further reason why I advocate is that.......
Moreover,......
Therefore from what we have discussed, we may safely come to the conclusion
that CHOOSING AAA is a rather wise decision.

Choice/Preferences
There is no denying the fact that ...(whether to choose A or B is better) is a
popular topic which is much talked about [not only by ..., but also by .../by people
across the world/ in a modern society].
Or: There is no denying the fact that ...(whether to choose A or B is better) is a
popular topic which has caused heated debate over a long period of time
(because it affects everybody in his or her daily lives).
Or: In a modern society, people always face the dilemma of whether to choose A
or B. This problem is a much-debated one in that it affects everybody in his or
her daily lives.
Although it seems that [ [normally/sometimes] we can not tell which one outweigh
the other between A and B / they normally coexist peacefully], they deserve
some close examination.
[If three criteria were taken into account, in comparing these two, I would prefer
A. / As far as I am concerned, I vote for the latter]. There are no less than three
advantages in A as rendered below:
First, we can observe easily that in modern society, 1 .The second/another
reason for my propensity for A is that 2 .The third reason, not the last/however,
goes this way: 3 .
In conclusion, to mention there are more.

Choice/Preferences

While both the two [methods/choice] may have their advantages and
disadvantages, they can be applied under different circumstances. Afterwards, I
will explain my opinion about it.
[A has the obvious advantage that / One very strong argument for A is that] .......
But there lies intrinsic harmful characteristic in this method. Some [people/expert]
[maintain/warn] that...... Furthermore, ....... Therefore we have no complete
evidence to suggest that A is always better than B.
On the other hand, choosing B also has advantages to some extent, For
example, ...... . However, it is also important to see that under certain
circumstances B will ......(disadvantage) Or: Yet there are some people who cast
serious doubts on B Or: Although B does have its seemingly profound
[advantages/ reason], at the mean time[there lies intrinsic [harmful
characteristic/drawbacks] in it such as ...... / it can be achieved only conditionally
cause......] .
But if all these factors are contemplated, [as far as I am concerned / according to
my personality and fondness], the advantages of A carry more weight than those
of B because A fits [me/us students] better in two ways: In the first place, ......, In
the second place/secondly,......Therefore from what we have discussed, we may
safely come to the conclusion that CHOOSING AAA is a rather wise decision.
It seems, very difficult for us to prefer one to another because all of them have
their advantages and disadvantages to the extent that it is hard to distinguish.
Yet that does not mean they are all the same to me. Which one I prefer depends
on my own experience, life style and emotional concerns. [As far as I am
concerned / According to my personality and fondness/ To be frank], I would like
to choose A, because there are too many benefits that outnumber its
disadvantages not to choose it. B, on the other hand, has advantages no more
than its disadvantages.

Agree/Disagree
There is no denying the fact that ...(if one should ... /if ... is correct) is a hot topic
which is much talked about [not only by ..., but also by... /by people across the

world/ in a modern society]. Or: There is no denying the fact that ...(if one should
... /if ... is correct) is a popular topic which has caused heated debate over a long
period of time (because it affects everybody in his or her daily lives).
Or: There is no denying the fact that ...(if one should ... /if ... is correct) is the
basic (moral/philosophical) problem that can not be circumvented by anybody, (
because the opinion on this problem will determine one's attitude toward the
world and the life).
Before rendering my opinion, I think it is important to take a glance at the
arguments on both sides.

Agree/Disagree
At first glance it seems very difficult for us to draw a [definite/quick] conclusion
that ... is right or wrong, because it has both advantages and disadvantages.
However, after serious considerations we can see that under most circumstances
...(this approach) will do more good than harm.
Or: As far as I am concerned, I agree with the opinion. However, it is unfair to
draw a quick conclusion without serious considerations.
There are no less than [three advantages in A/three reasons to agree with the
opinion] as rendered below:
First, we can observe easily that in modern society, 1 .The second/another
reason for my (propensity for .../agreement with ...) is that ...
The third reason, [not the last/however], goes this way: 3 .
In conclusion,
The first reason can be obliviously seen.
Most people would agree that...
Some people may neglect that in fact ...
Others suggest that...
Part of the explanation is ...
The advantages for A for outweigh the disadvantages of...
Although A enjoys a distinct advantage ...
Indeed , A carries much weight than B when sth is concerned.

A maybe ... , but it suffers from the disadvantage that...
To understand the truth of ..., it is also important to see...
A study of ... will make this point clear
Certainly, B has its own advantages, such as...
I do not deny that A has its own merits.
From what has been discussed above, we may safely draw
the conclusion that ...
In summary, it is wiser ...
In short...
It can be given by a (well known/concrete) example that ....... / In order to see this
point clearly, let us to see an example:......
This may explain why ....... It goes without seeing that...... In fact, we can observe
easily that in modern society,......
As a proverb says, "Everything has two sides".
As a proverb says, "Where there is a will there is a way".
As is known to all, "No pains, no gains."
Let's bring our discussion here to a more present and practical context. In today's
world,......
I can say that if you have no experience like these, your life is an inadequate
one.
be of great benefit to sb./sth.
The reason of ... is not so much ... as ...
People differ greatly in their attitudes towards this problem. Some people hold
the opinion that ... Others, [ however/on the contrary], maintain that ...
It is necessary/convenient/desirable/advisable] for sb. to do sth. have [trouble/a
difficult time] [in doing sth./with sth.]
Nevertheless I must admit that people can do well without AAA, but no one can
ignore the added convenience and satisfaction offered by AAA. Such experience
will definitely be helpful in one's later life.

